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Despite a number of serious headwinds, the opening quarter of 2011 proved positive
for equities and most commodity markets internationally. The MSCI World index
advanced an impressive 5.9% with most of the growth being generated in the
developed markets (Germany 7.7%; US +5.9%) which comfortably outperformed
emerging markets (+2.1%). This reflected the continuing rotation out of emerging into
developed markets precipitated by rising inflation and interest rates in the faster
growing emerging economies. Among the commodities, oil advanced strongly (+24%)
while gold just held its own (+1.5%).
To recap the headwinds which prevailed over the quarter: the earthquake and tsunami
tragedy in Japan seriously disrupted supply chains across the globe; the Middle East
and North African turmoil escalated across the region causing a massive surge in oil
prices; rising inflation and interest rates in the major emerging markets; mixed
economic data in the US; sharply higher global food and other commodity prices; the
Irish banking calamity; and an ECB signal that it was on the brink of raising interest
rates. An almost perfect storm of negative economic and geopolitical events which
markets weathered surprisingly well.
Even in March, when the tsunami drama unfolded and civil unrest reached boiling point
in Libya, world markets recovered from an early plunge to end slightly up. This
remarkable resilience appears motivated partly by economic releases that have been
modestly tilted to the positive side but, more importantly, by frothy projections regarding
future economic growth. Another reason is that the alternatives of cash and bonds are
decidedly unappealing. Cash returns in developed countries remain close to zero (real
returns are, in fact, negative) while bonds face a serious risk of capital loss once rates
rise from current unsustainable lows.
The global economic outlook remains fraught with risk. In the US the principal
concerns are housing, unemployment, and the serious fiscal stress at state and local
government levels. The Fed’s exit strategy, and particularly the imminent end of the
QE2 stimulus program, is also causing concern, particularly as rates have risen since
QE2 was introduced. Without treasury buying interest rates are likely to rise further,
threatening an already weak housing market. Emerging economies are facing tighter
monetary policies and the European sovereign bond crisis shows little sign of easing.
The prospect of higher Eurozone interest rates in the near term will intensify pressures.
These are concerns which cannot be dismissed lightly, but appear to be reasonably
well discounted by the market. Valuations based on the near term earnings forecasts
do not appear demanding. As shown in the table below, the 12 month forward p/e’s,
compared with trough trailing p/e’s, show that the forward ratings are close to two
decade lows. (The troughs are the lowest historical valuations of the respective MSCI
indices since January 1991.)

Although we are comparing trailing p/e’s with forecast p/e’s, if the consensus earnings
growth proves close to the mark, equities appear reasonably well underpinned. Unless
the future economic and earnings picture proves to be more dire than at any time in the
past two decades (from 1991) markets do not seem overpriced, despite the formidable
headwinds which lie ahead.
Perhaps it is the real and ongoing concern about how governments will tackle their
massive deficits over the next decade, and the reality of less credit availability, that is
hampering valuation. These factors probably mean that comparisons with historical
ratings are less valid than before.
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 12 month Historical Forecast earnings growth 
 forward P/E trough P/E 2011 2012 

World index 11.6 12.0 16% 13% 

US (S&P500) 12.8 11.6 14% 10% 

Emerging markets 10.8 10.7 17% 15% 
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